Concentrator Quick Setup Instructions

This is your concentrator that was delivered (you may receive a concentrator that
looks different but will set up the same). Set it in a convenient location that will
allow you to reach all around the house, away from direct sunlight, heater vents,
or any open flame. If using at night you can set it in another room and just bring
tubing into your bedroom for less noise and warmth produced by the machine.
Tubing comes in 25 ft lengths or shorter if needed.
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Plug your unit in, it’s best to plug it into an outlet by itself. The On /Off switch on
the unit also has an alarm light next to it. An orange light will appear when you
first turn the unit on, that is the low O2 alarm. You can go ahead and use the unitthis light will go out in 5-10 min once the O2 concentration is at highest level. You
will also hear a beep when you turn the unit on showing that the alarm is
working, and this will stop. That alarm goes off continuously if there is something
malfunctioning with the unit, and you need to call in.
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Flowmeter on Concentrator
This is the flow meter on the unit. This is what you use to set the prescribed liter
flow with. Turn the dial until the small ball rises to the flow prescribed for you.
The ball should be in the middle of the line for your liter flow.
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Oxygen Tubing, Swivel adaptors, Cannula
These are the supplies provided with your concentrator to provide the oxygen
flow to you. A 25 ft tubing, swivel connectors and cannulas. You may also receive
humidification if needed. (there will be separate instructions)
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Tubing, a swivel adaptor, and a cannula
These are separate pieces that you will connect together to receive your oxygen.
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25 ft tubing, swivel connector, 7 ft cannula
Connect the lines together with the swivel connector. The cannula that goes into
your nose will connect to the 25ft tubing with the swivel connector. You will then
be ready to connect it to the concentrator. Both ends of the 25ft tubing are the
same so use either end.
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End of 25ft tubing, connector on concentrator
The tubing line is ready to connect to the concentrator oxygen outlet stem. It just
pushes on by hand.
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End of 25ft tubing connected to the concentrator
Once the tubing line is on the concentrator unit your system is ready to go. Turn
on machine and put on cannula or mask. Questions? Call 271-5566 during
business hours or 271-3211 after hours.
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